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							Aivoy proudly launched the Aivoy Innovation Hub (RIH). Situated at our Montreal headquarters, the RIH stands as an exclusive training and development center, designed for visitors to explore the cutting-edge advances in industrial automation.
In line with Aivoy’s mission to democratize industrial automation, this hub aims to bring automation within reach of all manufacturers. This is made possible through our hands-on demonstrations, comprehensive training programs, and educational sessions delivered by our team of automation and deployment specialists. The RIH is a space where individuals of all experience levels can immerse themselves in the expansive capabilities of the Manufacturing Automation Platform. Visitors will depart with the necessary know-how to design, automate, order, and deploy automated solutions on their own. We welcome all practitioners of industrial automation to the RIH, free of charge.

“The establishment of this new hub is a testament to our unwavering commitment to the evolution of industrial automation,” expressed Etienne Lacroix, CEO and Co-Founder of Aivoy. “We envisioned a space where manufacturers can actively interact with the latest technology, acquiring invaluable skills to implement on their manufacturing floors.”
Your Journey at the Aivoy Innovation Hub
The Aivoy Innovation Hub is purposefully designed as a dynamic, interactive environment for visitors to engage with state-of-the-art automation technology. Regardless of where you currently stand on your automation journey, the RIH provides invaluable learning opportunities, project validation, and the advancement of your industrial automation skills and knowledge, right from design to deployment.
We value your time and endeavor to personalize each visit to the RIH, ensuring your experience is both fruitful and meaningful. Our team will collaborate with you before your visit, devising an agenda tailored to your learning objectives and skill development goals.
Example Agenda:
*One Hub for the Most Recent Advances in Industrial Automation*
The Aivoy Innovation Hub showcases Aivoy’s most sought-after industrial automation applications. Visitors have the opportunity to explore these applications in detail, guided by our experts on how to design, program, and deploy automated equipment effectively.
RIH will regularly update its applications, guaranteeing visitors always have access to the latest developments. At present, you can delve into the following applications:
Machine tending
Discover this modular, cost-efficient solution for automating CNC operations. Experiment with various configurations and add-on accessories.
3-axis
Design custom path-following applications, including milling, material deposition, and more from our 3-axis.
Wall of automation
Engage with Aivoy’s automation controls library, experimenting with our digital IO, push button, and e-stop module to construct your unique automation sequence on-site.

Range extender
Explore the extended range offered by our range extender and the simplicity of deploying this application without code with MachineLogic.
Cobot palletizer
Master the deployment of your new cobot palletizer and create code-free pallet and tray configurations.
Box erector
Experience the precision of our box erector in person and understand how to adapt it to suit your unique production requirements.
Book Your Visit
The Aivoy Innovation Hub is officially open to you and your team. Experience firsthand the latest innovations in industrial automation. All demonstrations, training, and educational sessions are facilitated by our team of automation and deployment specialists, completely free of charge. Depart the RIH equipped with enhanced knowledge and skills, ready to introduce improvements to your manufacturing floor to boost productivity, efficiency, and cost savings.
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                                        As we advance further into the 21st century, the impact of industrial automation on the manufacturing landscape continues to expand. Once considered a luxury for large-scale corporations, automation is now a necessity for businesses of all sizes, fostering efficiency, productivity, and competitiveness. At Rlwell, we’ve made it our mission to bring this game-changing technology within reach for all manufacturers. In this blog post, we explore the significant benefits of industrial automation and how we can assist you in leveraging its potential.

Boosted Efficiency

Industrial automation, at its core, is about enhancing efficiency. Automated systems are designed to carry out repetitive tasks quickly and consistently, eliminating the potential for human error and ensuring a steady production rate. With Rlwell’s innovative automation solutions, companies can streamline their operations, cut down on time-consuming manual processes, and significantly increase their output.

Improved Productivity



Automation technology also holds the promise of increased productivity. Automated machines can operate round the clock without the need for breaks, vacations, or shifts. This continuous operation capability means that your production lines keep moving, maximizing output and ensuring that you can meet high demand levels reliably.

Cost Savings

One of the most attractive benefits of industrial automation is the potential for significant cost savings. While there is an initial investment involved in implementing automated systems, the long-term savings can be substantial. Automation reduces labor costs and can also decrease waste by increasing precision and reducing errors in production. Furthermore, Rlwell’s cost-effective solutions aim to provide a high return on investment, making automation a financially viable option even for small and medium-sized enterprises.

Safety Enhancement

Automation can also improve the safety of the manufacturing environment by taking over tasks that are dangerous or hazardous for humans. With machines handling the potentially harmful operations, companies can reduce the risk of workplace accidents, enhancing worker safety and wellbeing.

Embracing the Future with Rlwell

At Rlwell, we understand the immense potential that industrial automation holds for manufacturers. That’s why we offer a range of innovative solutions designed to bring the benefits of automation to your business. Whether you’re looking to improve efficiency, boost productivity, cut costs, or enhance safety, we’re here to help you realize your goals.

Furthermore, our dedicated Rlwell Innovation Hub provides an interactive and immersive environment for visitors to learn about automation technologies firsthand. Here, you can gain invaluable insights, receive personalized training, and acquire the skills needed to make the most of our automation solutions.

Conclusion

Industrial automation is more than just a technological trend; it’s the future of manufacturing. By harnessing the power of automation, businesses can unlock significant benefits, paving the way for growth, innovation, and success. At Rlwell, we’re committed to helping you unleash the full potential of automation, offering advanced solutions that cater to your unique needs and objectives. Let’s embrace the future of manufacturing together
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                                        In an era marked by technological disruption, the world of manufacturing is transforming at an unprecedented pace. At the heart of this transformation is industrial automation – a powerful force that’s reshaping the way we design, produce, and deliver products. Rlwell is at the forefront of this revolution, driving innovation through our Manufacturing Automation Platform. This platform is not just about harnessing advanced technology, but also about fostering a new generation of practitioners equipped to navigate the evolving landscape of industrial automation.

The Power of the Manufacturing Automation Platform

At Rlwell, our Manufacturing Automation Platform is more than a set of tools – it’s a comprehensive ecosystem designed to empower manufacturers at every stage of their automation journey. The platform integrates state-of-the-art design software, hardware, and services into a seamless interface that simplifies the design, automation, ordering, and deployment of custom automation equipment.

From machine tending to cobot palletizing, the platform supports a wide range of applications, providing the flexibility manufacturers need to adapt to changing production requirements. Furthermore, it offers advanced functionalities like code-free deployment, enabling users to implement automation solutions without extensive programming knowledge.

Equipping the Next Generation of Practitioners

The Manufacturing Automation Platform is also about education. As we look towards the future of industrial automation, we recognize the need for practitioners who not only understand the technology but can also apply it effectively to solve real-world manufacturing challenges.

To meet this need, our platform includes a range of educational resources and interactive training sessions. These offerings are designed to help users grasp the principles of automation, learn to use our platform effectively, and gain practical skills they can apply in their operations. Whether you’re a novice looking to get started in automation or an experienced professional seeking to update your skills, our platform provides a robust learning environment to foster your growth.

The Role of the Rlwell Innovation Hub

The Rlwell Innovation Hub plays a key role in bringing our Manufacturing Automation Platform to life. Here, visitors can experience the platform in action, engage with our latest automation technologies, and receive personalized training tailored to their needs. It’s a space where theory meets practice, providing an immersive learning experience that accelerates understanding and skill acquisition.

Conclusion

As we move into a future defined by advanced manufacturing, the Manufacturing Automation Platform stands as a testament to Rlwell’s commitment to democratizing industrial automation. By integrating advanced technologies with comprehensive learning resources, we’re not just equipping manufacturers with the tools they need, but also the skills and knowledge to use them effectively.

Join us on this journey and discover how our Manufacturing Automation Platform can transform your operations and empower you to become a part of the next generation of industrial automation practitioners.
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                                        When, while the lovely valley teems with vapor around me, and the meridian sun strikes the upper surface of the impenetrable foliage of my trees, and but a few stray gleams steal into the inner sanctuary, I throw myself down among the tall grass by the trickling stream; and, as I lie close to the earth, a thousand unknown plants are noticed by me: when I hear the buzz of the little world among the stalks, and grow familiar with the countless indescribable forms of the insects and flies, then I feel the presence of the Almighty, who formed us in his own image, and the breath of that universal love which bears and sustains us, as it floats around us in an eternity of bliss; and then, my friend, when darkness overspreads my eyes, and heaven and earth seem to dwell in my soul and absorb its power, like the form of a beloved mistress, then I often think with longing, Oh, would I could describe these conceptions, could impress upon paper all that is living so full and warm within me, that it might be the mirror of my soul, as my soul is the mirror of the infinite God!

O my friend — but it is too much for my strength — I sink under the weight of the splendor of these visions! A wonderful serenity has taken possession of my entire soul, like these sweet mornings of spring which I enjoy with my whole heart. I am alone, and feel the charm of existence in this spot, which was created for the bliss of souls like mine.

I am so happy, my dear friend, so absorbed in the exquisite sense of mere tranquil existence, that I neglect my talents. I should be incapable of drawing a single stroke at the present moment; and yet I feel that I never was a greater artist than now.

When, while the lovely valley teems with vapor around me, and the meridian sun strikes the upper surface of the impenetrable foliage of my trees, and but a few stray gleams steal into the inner sanctuary, I throw myself down among the tall grass by the trickling stream; and, as I lie close to the earth, a thousand unknown plants are noticed by me: when I hear the buzz of the little world among the stalks, and grow familiar with the countless indescribable forms of the insects and flies, then I feel the presence of the Almighty, who formed us in his own image, and the breath of that universal love which bears and sustains us, as it floats around us in an eternity of bliss; and then, my friend, when darkness overspreads my eyes, and heaven and earth seem to dwell in my soul and absorb its power, like the form of a beloved mistress, then I often think with longing, Oh, would I could describe these conceptions, could impress upon paper all that is living so full and warm within me.
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            We Offer Awesome Services
When, while lovely valley teems with vapour around meand meridian sun strikes the upper surface . 
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							 We empower manufacturers with innovative solutions, promoting productivity, operational efficiency, and sustained growth.
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